Exam Schedule:
Tuesday, January 8 - Math
Wednesday, January 9 Religion
Thursday, January 10 - ELA
Exams are unit tests (Religion is a midterm). Grades will be put into
Educate as a regular test grade.
4th Grade Math Unit Test Outline January 2019
The test will cover Topics 1 - 4 with 20 questions worth 5 points each
Topic 1: Place Value
●
Place value relationships
●
Compare whole numbers
●
Round whole numbers

Topic 2: Add and Subtract Whole Numbers
●
Add and subtract whole numbers
●
Estimate sums and differences

Topic 3: Multiply by 1- Digit Numbers
●
Round to estimate
●
Distributive property
●
Arrays and partial products
Topic 4: Multiply by 2-Digit Numbers (up to lesson 4-7)
●
Multiply by multiples of 10
●
Estimate using rounding
●
Arrays and partial products
●
Distributive property

ELA Unit Test for Grade 4
·
The exam will have two reading passages that you will need to
answer multiple choice questions for. Essays will be based on the
passages that are on the Unit Test.
·
Know that a suffix is the part of a word that comes after another word
part. For example: Observational (the base word is observe and the suffix
is –ational) For practice refer to page 29 of Reader’s and Writer’s
Workbook.
·
Know base words and word endings “er, est”. For practice refer to
page 16 of Reader’s and Writer’s Workbook.
·
Know the different forms of “to, too, two” and “their, there, they’re”
Refer to Pg 51 and 97 of R&W Workbook.
·

Fragment- incomplete sentence or thought

·

Complete sentence- an entire sentence or idea

·
Run-on- multiple ideas that can be broken up into multiple sentences
(Refer to Pg 76 for review)

Grade 4 Religion Midterm Outline
-Study the review questions at the end of each chapter from Chapters 1-4 (Pgs, 28, 30, 40, 42,
54, 66) and study notes from the Advent section of the notes you received in class.
Vocabulary To know:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Church
Disciples
Original Sin
Gospels
Incarnation
Blessed Trinity
Grace
Savior
Disciples
Free Will
Sin
Temptation
Mortal Sin
Venial Sin
Sin of omission
Sin of commission
Social Sin
Conscience
Advent

-Know what each Advent candle represents and their colors.
-Know what Gaudete Sunday is
-Know what the Christ candle is
-Know that the liturgy is the official public prayer of the Church
-Know what we do during the weeks of Advent
- Know that the Advent wreath is a circle to represent our everlasting love for God. It shows that
our love has no beginning or end.

Possible Essays:
1. What do the 5 candles of the advent wreath mean and what color are they? What does the Advent
wreath represent? (Notes)
2. What does Jesus teach us in the story about the father and son? (Chapter 4)
3.What does Jesus teach us in the story of the Good Samaritan? (Chapter 3)
4. How did the disciples continue Jesus’ work after his Ascension? (Chapter 2)

